TruPeel
Textured Powder Coatings

Powder coatings offer many benefits from the environment friendliness to an economic way to apply a durable protective finish. Additionally, powder coatings can be formulated to create very unique looks in one step, which is a great benefit over alternative technologies. The “peel” look is a deep orange peel and is very desirable when applied to large surface areas to help overcome surface defects and welded areas.

In many cases, peels can be difficult to apply due to the narrow application window. The TCI TruPeel combines the benefits of appearance while offering the widest application for these type of textures in the industry today. TCI combines a robust formulation and a unique manufacturing process to allow the consumer to apply at a broad film range, using multiple style guns with a variety of gun settings.

TCI TruPeel has been used to coat large parts and small parts very successfully, including manually applied and in an automatic system. And while your particular application must be tested first, we have found the TruPeel product line to be very reclamation friendly as well.

Features and Benefits

► Formulated to create a very unique look in one step
► Deep orange peel texture that is used to overcome surface defects and welded areas
► Consumers can apply at a broad film range, using multiple style guns with a variety of gun settings
► Can be successfully used for large parts and small parts
► Reclamation friendly

Ideal Applications

► Fitness equipment
► Lawn mower decks
► Shelving
► Cabinets
► Switch gears
► Outdoor furniture
► Playground equipment

Contact TCI for more information.
300 Martin Marietta Drive,
Americus, GA 31719
Phone: 800.533.9067
Fax: 800.265.0404
www.tcipowder.com